A Flexible Platform for Industrial Applications Based on RS485 Networks
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Abstract —Despite the popularity of wireless networks, wired serial ones continue to provide the most robust and reliable communication, especially in harsh environments. These networks provide effective communication in industrial and building automation applications, in which noise, electrostatic discharge and voltage faults are very critical to the life of the system. A common example of the above-mentioned networks is the RS485, in which communication between nodes happen in a Master-Slave model. This paper proposes a flexible platform based on RS485 networks, which support multidrop communication links. This platform with a simple bus wiring and a long cable length is ideal for joining remote devices and can be used in a wide range of applications such as smart homes, electronic queue management system, interconnection between security control panels and devices such as access-control card readers. The proposed platform allows the management of network nodes through adding or deleting nodes, editing information, etc. In addition, the firmware of all network nodes can be directly programmed using a graphical programming language on an Android device. This solution can bring about quick and flexible system deployments, especially in cases where the system's requirements change over time or depend on the deployment environment, during which the staff or end-users can modify the software easily.

Index Terms —flexible platform, RS485 network, industrial applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the explosion of the Internet of Things, the number of devices (Things) has increased rapidly. However, the modes of communication between them can vary and bring about complications. Communication methods between devices can be classified into wired communication (RS232, 1-wire, RS422, RS485, Ethernet…) and wireless communication (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, LoRaWAN, Nb-IoT, cellular networks…). Each one of those has its own characteristics and is applicable to a number of problems. The choice of a communication method depends on a number of factors such as cost, signal transmission environment, signal transmission between two or more points, network configuration, speed, etc.

In industrial applications, dozens of serial data interfaces are used today. Most have been developed for specific applications. A few have become universal, such as I2C, CAN, LIN, SPI, Flex, MOST, and I2S. Then there are modern standards such as Ethernet and USB and other application-specific serial interfaces like FireWire, HDMI, and Thunderbolt.

Meanwhile, two of the oldest interfaces, RS-232 and RS-485, are not obsolete and are still used in many applications. RS232 communication is most commonly used to program or to communicate between computers or electronic devices with circuit boards. And RS-485 is the most popular to connect multiple control points [1], [2].

The RS485 standard specifies differential signaling on two lines rather than single-ended with a voltage referenced to ground of the RS232 interface. The differential format produces effective common-mode noise cancellation. The maximum cable length is commonly defined as 1200 meters. The typical maximum data rate at 1200 meters is 100 kilobits per second. The RS485 interface can be used in simplex mode with a single-pair cable or full-duplex with a two-pair cable. A common configuration is a bus network with multiple drops or connections. The standard specifies a maximum of 32 drivers (transmitters) and 32 receivers (Fig. 1). All receivers are fully connected, while line drivers are disconnected from the line when not transmitting and the bus line is terminated in a load matching resistance [3].

There have been many studies related to the RS485 network. With regards to hardware, the authors in [4] give the design of a silicon-based Transient Voltage Suppressor to meet the IEC system-level ESD specification for a RS485 transceiver. In [5], the work describes the design of a RS485-to-1553B Bus Bridge. A radiation-hardened ESD protection for RS485 drivers is...
given in [6]. Meanwhile, some other studies focus on the application aspect. For example, the authors in [7] present an Intelligent Parking Management System Based on RS485 and RFID. A communication network of stereo garage devices based on RS485 is described in [8]. In [9], the authors discuss about a computerized Fuse Auto Changeover System with RS485 Bus Reporting & Multiple IOT Cloud Connectivity Avenues. While the authors in [10] design A hazmat transportation monitoring system based on Global Positioning System/Beidou Navigation Satellite System and the RS485 bus.

The above studies or solutions prove that the RS485 network can provide effective communication in industrial environments and in construction, automation applications, in which stability and accuracy are the most important requirements. However, there exists a big gap in which there is no complete platform study for RS485 networks. It is understood that because RS485 networks are often deployed in complex environments, requirements can change over time or depend on the deploy location. And in some situations, the deployment staff or the end-users would probably want to change the requirements themselves for time or convenience’s sake.

The main contribution of this paper is the development of a complete platform based on the RS485 network that includes nodes (master and slaves) and an Android application. Through the Android application, all network nodes can be managed, by adding, modifying or deleting. In particular, all nodes can be programmed using a graphical language. The platform then converts the program into text and transmits it to the server node, where it will be compiled and sent to the corresponding node, replacing the program currently running. The whole process is done completely automatically, and the user only needs to understand the requirements to program it using said simple graphical programming language on Android phones (Fig. 2).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the platform design, section 3 analyzes the example system and its results. Brief conclusions are discussed in Section 4.

Fig. 2. Method of programming all devices in the network.

Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed platform.

II. PLATFORM DESIGN

A. Overall Architecture

The platform contains three main components: A Server/Master node, Slave nodes and the Mobile Application (Fig. 3).

The Server/Master component performs both the roles of a Server and a Master. It acts as a Server when working with the application on mobile devices. At the same time, when working with other nodes on the network, it acts as the Master in the Master-Slave communication model. Slave components are networked together with each Slave acts as an interface between the platform and the field device that needs to communicate over the network. A Slave can also act as a new node connected to sensors and actuators.

Our mobile application is written for the most popular mobile operating system, Android. The user can edit the programs of the Master and Slave nodes through the application using a graphical language. The application then generates a text program and sends it to the Master node. The compilation and uploading of executable files are done by the Master node. The application also shows the status of the nodes in the network.

In this platform, the communication between the mobile application and the Master node is done via Wi-Fi for convenience.

B. Requirements

The system has 38 functions in total and is distributed to the components in the system as follows:

The Server/Master performs 32 functions, the Slave nodes 2 and the application 4 (Fig. 4). In addition, there are some non-functional requirements as well: stability, accurate operation, user-friendly interface, cheap hardware and industrial support. A Raspberry Pi is selected to run the Master/Server Node. The Server application is therefore written in Python. The Slave nodes utilize Arduino Pro mini, an open-source electronics platform with a common program structure. The chosen platform for the mobile application is Android, as it is the most popular operating system at the present time.
C. Mobile Application

The application is designed as per Fig. 5 with the following functions: Send request, Receive response, Code Editor and Code Generation. The application contains four layers: the Activity layer, the Objects layer, the Network layer and the Utils layer.

The Activity layer contains the graphic user interface which the user interacts with. A Login Activity is first displayed. After a successful login, the View Element Activity will be displayed. The View Element Activity contains a list of Slave nodes in the system, which the user can click to view and edit its status.
The most important part of the Activity layer is the Code Editor Activity. When the user chooses a Slave node to update its function, the application will show a code editor screen in a graphical language. The Blockly library [11] is used for this purpose, which presents interlocking, graphical blocks correspond to computing concepts like variables, logical expressions, loops, and more. There are two types of Code Editor Activity: Master and Slave, to create and update the respective device’s functions. In addition, the Activity layer has two activities: Change Password Activity and User Detail Activity. The Objects layer contains the object-oriented components: system element and user. Each system element represents a Slave node’s status: name, id, data. The user object contains information about a user: name, password, user_data.

The Network layer handles connections to the Server via Wi-Fi, including: HTTP connections, JSON data packaging and parsing and network configurations. The Utils class is divided into sub-functions that support the application: the Code Editor Utils generates text code from graphic blocks, the Send Task dispatches the text code to the Server and the Scan Task checks the status of network nodes. The List Utils is an adapter for the System Element and the File Utils performs xml file handling.

Some of the main interfaces of the application are shown in Fig. 6. The Code Editor screen (Fig. 7) includes drag and drop graphic blocks, and the corresponding Code under the text format described.

Fig. 6. Main interface of the mobile application.

Fig. 7. Code editor screen.
D. Software in the Server/Master Node

The flowchart of the software on the Server/Master Node is described in Fig. 8 and 9. A web server based on Flask, a micro web application framework written in Python, is created for a Raspberry Pi [12]. Server-side functions include creating a database, parsing HTTP Requests, checking Type Requests. When receiving a request from a Client, this node will play the Master role in the RS485 network. These commands include “scan node” to check the status of Slave nodes, modify the default identity (ID) of a new node joining the network, or send new firmware to a Slave node.

Fig. 8. Server flow chart.
E. Firmware of the Slave Nodes

The flowchart of a Slave node’s operations is shown in Fig. 10. The entire source code of a Slave node is prepackaged in the form of a template, including the fixed part and the changeable part, i.e. the part that the user can program on the mobile application. The pseudo code of a Slave node is described in Fig. 11.

The firmware of a Slave after being received from the application will be compiled at the Server/Master node (the Raspberry Pi). The Slave nodes are pre-loaded with a bootloader which allows remote firmware upgrade. The firmware update operation is described in Fig. 12. First, the Slave node is restarted. When it is powered on, the bootloader will wait for 1 second to get a new firmware. Then the new firmware is written to the microcontroller’s program memory. Finally, execution jumps to the beginning address of the new program.

F. Firmware of the Master Node

Similar to the slave node, the Master node’s flowchart is shown in Fig. 13 and all the source code of the Master node is prepackaged in the form of a template as in Fig. 14.

G. Command Format

The command format for the network is described in Fig. 15, where:

- First byte: marks the start an incoming command. An asterisk (*) character is used in this project.
- Next 2 bytes: the number of bytes after these 2 bytes.
- Next 4 bytes: the store sender’s id.
- Next 4 bytes: the store receiver’s id.
- Next 4 bytes: the store command id.
- Next 2 bytes: the store data type (00 for requests, 01 for responses).
- Next 7 bytes: command data, including:
  - First byte: store command.
    - U: restart to upload new firmware.
    - R: read port.
    - W: write port.
  - 2 next bytes: store port name.
  - 4 last bytes: store port value.

For example, if the Master with ID of 0000 would like to restart a slave with ID of 1234, we can use this command: *1500001234000100U.

**Fig. 10. Firmware flowchart for slave.**

1. declare rs485 pins
2. declare incoming request analyzer variables
3. declare list response message (for ping, request to the Master message..etc)
4. setup:
5. get id from specific memory zone (the memory after flash memory)
6. setup incoming request analyzer variables
7. setup pin mode for RS485 network
8. loop:
10. receive incoming request
11. if have incoming request:
12. parse incoming request and response corresponding data:
13. U = upload firmware
14. R = read port value
15. W = write port value
16. D = send data
17. L = request sleep for uploading firmware for another Slave
18. reset incoming request analyzer variables
19. Do user generated job

**Fig. 11. Pseudo code of slave template.**

**Fig. 12. Firmware upgrade flowchart.**
III. EXAMPLE SYSTEM

This project demands a product classification system based on color, including receiving products, checking product status, and product classification. The functions of each network node are described in Fig. 16.

The system hardware includes: 1 Raspberry Pi 3 B+ that functions as the Server/Master, 3 Arduino pro mini as 3 Slaves, plus 3 Max485 modules, 1 LCD, 2 Servos, 2 Proximity sensors, 1 Color sensor and wiring. The wiring diagram of the system and the prototype are shown in Fig. 17. The “User Code” has been modified from the original Template and is programmed using the graphical programming language on the mobile application.

To demonstrate the flexibility of the platform, consider a simple situation. At Slave 1, the LCD is currently displaying the total number of products of the same color as the newly classified product. At the time of deployment, the user wants to display all the detected quantities of different product colors when a button on Slave 1 is pressed. Because the common blocks for communicating with digital I/O pins, sensors, LCDs, etc. have been packaged graphically, the user just needs to drag and drop a few graphic blocks to complete their requirements. Some command blocks are modified as shown in Fig. 18. Next, the code is sent to that Slave. Everything is handled automatically by the platform.

IV. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This study presents a flexible platform where the users can easily program system functional requirements using a graphical programming language. The platform is dedicated to the RS485 network, which is a popular and robust communication solution. An Android application that allows the management of all network nodes is also developed. The users only need to understand the requirements. Then they can make use of the graphical programming language to change the functions of a node. The entire compilation, communication and firmware upgrade process for network nodes is done automatically and accurately. The hardware used is popular, cheap, and suitable for different deployment environments.

A prototype system is built as a proof of concept for the proposed platform. For future development, voice control and artificial intelligence can also be integrated into the system [13].

This paper can also serve as a reference for research in embedded software [14], smart embedded systems [15], [16], etc.
Fig. 16. Product classification system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>keep slaves work right</td>
<td>Display product status</td>
<td>get product, detect object, read color</td>
<td>detect object, classify product</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 17. System prototype.

Fig. 18. Graphics blocks have been changed for Slave 1.
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